Abstract. Although representations do not play as much of a role in the theory of Jordan algebras as they do in the associative or Lie theories, they are important in considering Wedderburn splitting theorems and other applications. In this paper we develop a representation theory for quadratic Jordan algebras over an arbitrary ring of scalars, generalizing the usual theory for linear Jordan algebras over a field of characteristic #2. We define multiplication algebras and representations, characterize these abstractly as quadratic specializations, and relate them to bimodules. We obtain first and second cohomology groups with the usual properties. We define a universal object for quadratic specializations and show it is finite dimensional for a finite-dimensional algebra. The most important examples of quadratic representations, those obtained from commuting linear representations, are discussed and examples are given of new "pathological" representations which arise only in characteristic 2.
Abstract. Although representations do not play as much of a role in the theory of Jordan algebras as they do in the associative or Lie theories, they are important in considering Wedderburn splitting theorems and other applications. In this paper we develop a representation theory for quadratic Jordan algebras over an arbitrary ring of scalars, generalizing the usual theory for linear Jordan algebras over a field of characteristic #2. We define multiplication algebras and representations, characterize these abstractly as quadratic specializations, and relate them to bimodules. We obtain first and second cohomology groups with the usual properties. We define a universal object for quadratic specializations and show it is finite dimensional for a finite-dimensional algebra. The most important examples of quadratic representations, those obtained from commuting linear representations, are discussed and examples are given of new "pathological" representations which arise only in characteristic 2.
I. The Unital Case
Throughout this paper <D will denote an arbitrary unital, commutative, associative ring of scalars and 3£ an arbitrary unital O-module. A map q: 3E-*-?J is quadratic (with respect to O) if it is homogeneous of degree 2, q(ax) = a2q(x) for oeO, and if q(x, y)=q(x + y)-q(x)-q(y) is bilinear in x and y. A unital quadratic Jordan algebra over 0 is a triple 3 = (3£, U, 1) where 3: is a O-module, x-> U(x) = Ux is a quadratic map from 3£ to Hom0 (3E, 3r), and 1 e X is a unit element such that the identities (UQJ I) Ui=I, (UQJ II) Umx)y=UxUyUx, (UQJ III) UUMy,x=UxVy,x=Vx,yUx hold strictly (in the sense that they remain valid under any extension of the ring of scalars-this is equivalent to the intrinsic condition that the linearizations of UQJ I-III hold over the original ring of scalars), where (1) Vx,yz={xyz} = UXiZy = {Ux + ,-Ux-Uz}y.
We have a squaring operation x2 = Ux\, and by linearization we obtain a symmetric bilinear product yxy = x°y -(x+y)2-x2-y2.
Basic consequences of the axioms are (2) VX,X=V¿, A homomorphism cp: 3 ->-â of unital algebras is a linear map satisfying <p(l) = î, 9ÍUxy)= Ü0lx)cpiy). In the resulting category of unital quadratic Jordan algebras a subalgebra is a subspace 5Î with 1 e 5Î, [/«A c ® and an zWea/ is a subspace with [/3Ä<=Ä, í/s3<=® (it follows from (4) and (3) that any Jordan product lies in SÎ if one of its factors does). A derivation in 3 is a linear map D : 3 '-*■ 3 satisfying Dil) = 0 and DiUxy)= UDx,xy+ UxDy.
One basic example of a unital quadratic Jordan algebra is the algebra 91+ obtained from a unital associative algebra 9Í by introducing the Jordan structure 1 = 1, Uxy = xyx.
Any (Jordan) subalgebra of such an algebra 9i+ is called a special Jordan algebra.
A unital linear specialization of 3 is a homomorphism a : 3 -*• 9t+, i.e. a linear map satisfying oil) = 1, aiUxy) = a(x)a(j)a(x).
If \ e O the category of unital quadratic Jordan algebras (3£, U, 1) is isomorphic to the category of unital linear Jordan algebras (3E, L, 1) (unital commutative linear algebras where the multiplication x-y=Lxy strictly satisfies the Jordan identity (compare with (5)). A unital representation of a unital linear Jordan algebra 3 is a linear map x -> p(x) of 3 into some unital associative algebra such that (URI) p(l)=l, (URII) pix)piy)pix) + pix2-y) = pix2)piy) + pix-y)pix), (URIII) pix)pix2) = pix2)pix) hold strictly. (For linear Jordan algebras see [3] , for the quadratic case [4] , [5] .)
1. Multiplication algebras. If 3 is a unital quadratic Jordan algebra over <I> and X a unital subset of 3 (in the sense that 1 6 X) then the multiplication algebra Jt%(X) determined by X is the algebra of linear transformations on 3 generated by the Ux and Ux¡y for x, y in X. (Where no misunderstanding can arise we abbreviate this as Ji(X).) Since I e Xand Uj=I, Jt(X) is a unital associative algebra. It is spanned by all operators of the form M=MX.. .Mn where each M¡ is a Ux or a Ux,y. If X is a linear subset, so x+y lies in X whenever x and y do, then Ux<y = Ux+y-Ux-Uy shows that Ji(X) is generated by the Ux alone. We also note that for x, y in X the operators Vx and Vx>y are contained in Jt(X) by (3) and (4) . Thus Ji(X) contains all the U's and Vs, that is, all the operators we could reasonably call "multiplications." This result has two important corollaries. If S is a Jordan algebra over i> and X a unital subset of 3 then the subalgebra Q>[X} generated by X is the smallest subalgebra containing X. We say a subalgebra 5Î is generated by X (or X is a set of generators) if Ä = i> [Ar] . (Note that we always assume 1 e A'is one of the generators.) Corollary 2. <$>[X} = J((X)X. Proof. J?(ñ) = J¿(<&[X}) = Jt(JÍ(X)X) = Jt(X).
2. Representations, specializations, and bimodules. A multiplication representation of a unital quadratic Jordan algebra 3 is a mapping of the form x -> Ux\& of 3 into ^#@(3|Ä) where © is an (enveloping) Jordan algebra containing 3, and Ä is a subspace of @ invariant under multiplication by 3-These can be characterized abstractly as follows. A unital quadratic specialization of 3 in a unital associative algebra 9Í is a quadratic mapping p.: 3 -*■ 91 strictly satisfying
The first two conditions are just those of an ordinary linear specialization of 3 ¡n 91, but since «■ is quadratic rather than linear we require a third condition. A unital quadratic representation of 3 on a O-module TO is a unital quadratic specialization of 3 ¡n the algebra 91 = Hom4 (TO, TO). A unital bimodule for 3 consists of a O-module TO together with a unital quadratic representation of 3 on TO. Since any unital associative algebra may be imbedded in an algebra Hom0 (TO, TO) we see that quadratic specializations, quadratic representations, and bimodules are essentially equivalent concepts. Note also that the axioms UQS I-III on p(x) are analogous to the axioms UQJ I-III on Ux. From this we see that any multiplication representation x -> Ux\s of 3 in ^#g(3|®) furnishes a quadratic representation x->p(x)= Ux\b of 3 on Ä. We will shortly prove that, conversely, every quadratic representation is obtained in this manner from a multiplication representation.
An important example is the regular representation x -> Ux of 3 on itself, and the corresponding regular bimodule.
By [5, Theorem 2] the condition UQS II on the product Uxy can be replaced by the analogous conditions on the products x2 and x3. 
hold strictly.
We now want to show that this notion of bimodule for the variety of unital quadratic Jordan algebras is equivalent to that due to Eilenberg [2] . Given a unital 3-bimodule TO we can form the split null extension ® = 3 © TO with unit 1 © 0 and [/-operator Uxemiy ®n)= Uxy © {fixin) + vx,yim)} where px = p{x), vxy = v(x, y) are determined by the unital quadratic representation of 3 on TO. The fundamental property of the split null extension is the Theorem 5 (Unital Bimodule Theorem). The split null extension © of a unital quadratic Jordan algebra 3 by a unital bimodule 9Jf is again a unital quadratic Jordan algebra.
Proof. We must verify the Jordan axioms (UQJ I) Uimo(z®p) = z®p,
Now the components of these relations in 3 are just the axioms UQJ I-III. For the components in 3Jt we use the fact that 9JI is an ideal in © and any product with two or more factors from 3JÎ is zero. The relations involving only a single element from 2JÎ are 0) Hl(P) = P, For (ii') and (iii') we need the identities
These will follow from the analogue of (7),
which holds by [5, Lemma 1, (2.14) ]. Thus from (10) we see
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The second part of (8) follows similarly. Then v(Uxy,
in the first part of (8) and z = x in the second. This establishes (9). Once we have (8) and (9) we finish (ii'), (iii') as follows. The first part of (8) and linearized (9). The second part of (iii') follows by We have already noted the equivalence of the concepts of quadratic specialization, quadratic representation, and bimodule. The Bimodule Theorem now shows that these are equivalent in turn to the notion of a multiplication representation, since the quadratic representation x -> ^(x) of 3 in Homt (TO, TO) coincides with the multiplication representation x -> Ux\^r of 3 in ^#g(3|TO) (in © we have Uxm = {j.xm for x e 3, m e TO, i.e. p(x)=Ux\w). Our results also show that if \ e <b the concepts of a quadratic representation p. for a quadratic Jordan algebra and a linear representation p for a linear Jordan algebra are equivalent by means of nix) = 2p{x)2-pix2), pix) = iv(x) (compare (6)). Indeed, if p. is a quadratic representation of 3 on TO then (£ = 3 © TO is a quadratic Jordan algebra, so if \ e O by (6) it is also a linear Jordan algebra relative to LX = \VX, and we have a linear representation of 3 on TO by p(x) = Lx\w = WxW = \vix)-Conversely, if p is a linear representation @ = 3 © TO is a linear Jordan algebra, hence a quadratic Jordan algebra under UX = 2LX-LX2, and the corresponding quadratic representation on the bimodule TO is P(x) = Ux\m = (2L2x-LA\m = 2p(x)2-P(x2).
Since quadratic specializations are not linear maps we cannot define the kernel simply to be the set of elements mapped into zero. One of the basic properties of the kernel SÎ in the linear case is that the map is constant on the cosets of ®. If this is to be true also in the quadratic case, p,(x + Si) = p(x), we must have p(®) = 0 (setting x = 0) and p(x, ®) = p(x + $i) -p(x) -/¿(£) = 0. Thus we are led to define the kernel of a quadratic specialization p. to be Ker p = {z | p(z) = p(z, x) = 0 for all x e 3}.
(This is just the usual radical of the quadratic map p.) For such z we have v(z) = v(z, x) = v(x, z) = 0. The kernel Ä is a subspace since the condition p(z, 3) = 0 is linear in z and it guarantees p(z) = 0 will be linear since p.(z + z') = p(z) + p(z, z') +p(z'). That [/3£ciä and [/sS^Ä follow from UQJ II and (7). Thus the kernel is always an ideal. The kernel of the regular representation is called the extreme radical, or simply the kernel, of the algebra 3-(Since [/2>il =z ° 1 =2z is zero for z in the extreme radical 2 we have 23 = 0, so if \ e $ there is no extreme radical.)
We say a quadratic specialization is faithful if its kernel is zero (this does not imply it is injective as a map). Given p: 3 -*■ 91 we can always obtain a faithful representation ß : 3 -> 91 for 3 = 3/Ker p. by /z(x)=pix). Note that a representation of a simple algebra is either faithful or zero.
In the case of a linear representation p of a linear Jordan algebra the kernel is defined in the usual way as the set of z for which />(z) = 0. Unfortunately, this kernel need not be an ideal, only an associator ideal. We are suggesting that the proper definition of the kernel of p should be the set of z for which p(z) and all p(z-x) are zero. Indeed, Proposition 6. If\ e <£> then the kernel of a unital quadratic representation p is {z | p(z) = p(z-x) = 0 for all x}.
Proof. Such z certainly belong to the kernel of p since by (6) 
3. Cohomology. Let 3 be a unital quadratic Jordan algebra and TO a unital 3-bimodule. A derivation of 3 in TO is a linear map d satisfying Any linear combination of such dxJs will be called an inner derivation. The derivations of 3 in TO form a linear space Der (3, TO) with the inner derivations Inder (3, TO)as a subspace. The quotient H\% TO) = Der (3, TO)/Inder (3, TO)
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use is the 1st cohomology group. Thus the vanishing of the first cohomology group is equivalent to the condition that all derivations be inner. We can express FT1 in terms of cocycles and coboundaries. The space C1©, 501) of all l-cochains consists of all linear maps/: 3 ^ 3UÏ such that/(l) = 0. Such an/ belongs to the space Z1©, 901) of l-cocycles if (11) {ay}(x; y) = Kx)f(y)+v(x, y)f(x)-f(Uxy)
is zero for each x and y in $, and it belongs to the l-coboundaries F1©, 9JJ) if it is of the form/=d°g for some g = 2 *t ® m\ 'n S <8> 9EÏÎ, where
The maps 3° and d1 have been chosen so that we have Z1©, 9ft) = Der ©, SOI), Ä1©, 5Öt) = Inder ©, 9Jè), and hence the usual tt1©, m = ZH$, a»)/*1©, a»).
If we take C0©, 931) = 3 <g> m then Z0©, 9W) should be the kernel of the above d°, i.e. all 2 xi ® m¡ satisfying the commutativity conditions 2 {Xi mt y} = 2 {™i * J>} or E?*. ^m,]j = 0 for all y. All 1 (g> in trivially belong to Z° since Kj. = 2T. It is natural to disregard the space F0©, 901)= 1 ® 9JÎ of such 0-cycles, and hence regard TT°©, 3R) = Z0©, a»)/*0©, a«)
as a measure of the commutativity of the representation of 8 on 50Î. Thus TT° being zero is equivalent to {xym} = {xmy} for all x,y,m.
To define a second cohomology group TT2©, 3JÍ) we introduce the concept of an extension of 8 by 9Dt, which is an exact sequence 0-^ajj-i^e^Us-*0 where @ and 3 are unital quadratic Jordan algebras, 331 simply a quadratic Jordan algebra, and i, w are homomorphisms.
We henceforth identify 3DÏ with i'(3Jc), so regard 931 as an ideal contained in @. If 9JÏ is mi// (all products zero) we speak of a null extension. In this case 3JI has a natural Q-bimodule structure : as an ideal 9K is a unital ©-bimodule via the regular representation, and the kernel of this representation contains 951 since 9JI is null, so we have an induced representation of ©/afi^S on ají. The bimodule action is given (for any set-theoretic lifting a: 3 -> QË)
An extension is split if there is a lifting a: 3-»-© which is an algebra homomorphism satisfying 7roa=l3; this means @ = a(3) ©TO for a(3) a subalgebra isomorphic to 3 under -n (justifying our earlier use of "split null extension"). We have the usual notion of equivalence of extensions,
or that cp is an algebra isomorphism which is the identity on TO and satisfies
We now restrict our attention to those null extensions which are linearly split in the sense that there exist linear liftings «:3^©
with 7roa=l3 and such that a(l)= 1 (if <t> is a field all extensions are linearly split). Since TO is a null ideal and the bimodule action is given by (13), we have © = a(3) © TO as a linear space with multiplication (14) Ua(X)Bma(y) © n = a(Uxy) © {q(x; y) + p(x)n + v(x, y)m} where q(x;y) = Ualx)a(y)-a(Uxy)e,m since 7T is a homomorphism and -n o a= lg so irq(x; >0 = O. The condition that this multiplication satisfy the Jordan axioms UQJ I-III reduces to the condition that TO be a unital 3-bimodule relative to p and that Uaayaly) = a.iy), UaiUÍX)y-¡ctiz)
(ii) qiUxy;z) + {Uxyzqix;y)} = ?(x; UyUxz)+Uxqiy; Uxz)+UxUyqix; z), (iii) qix, Uxz;y) + {xyqix; z)} = qix; {y xz})+Uxqiy, z; x), where q(x,y;z)=q(x+y;z)-q(x;z)-q(y;z), and that these remain valid under all scalar extensions (or their linearizations hold in the original algebra).
If a is another lifting of 3 into © then a =a+f where /(3)<=Ker tt = TO. The corresponding map is q'ix;y) = UaM + nxMy)+f(y)}-«iUxy)-fiUxy) = Ua<x)a(y)+Ua(x)f(y) + {a(x) a(y)f(x)}-a(Uxy)-f(Uxy) = qix; y) + p(x)f(y) + v(x, y)fix)-fiUxy) (by (13)) = qix;y) + 81fix;y) as in (11).
Any q: 3 x 3 -> 93Î such that q(x; y) is quadratic in x and linear in y and satisfies (15) strictly is called a factor set of $ in the bimodule 931. We say two factor sets are equivalent if they differ by a coboundary d^fas above. The equivalence classes form a space TT2©, 931) called the 2nd cohomology group. We have shown that any null extension of 3 by the bimodule 9JÎ (i.e. such that the bimodule action given by (13) coincides with the given bimodule structure) determines an element of TT2©, 931). All elements of FT2 arise in this fashion, since from a factor set (15) we construct an extension (14) which obviously has Ux(S0(y ® 0) -(Uxy) ® 0=q(x, y) the given factor set. since cp is the identity on 93Î. Thus equivalent extensions determine the same equivalence class of factor sets. Conversely, if © = a©) ® 9JI and ©' = a'©) ® 9JI are extensions such that their factor sets q, q' are equivalent, q'=q + d1f, then we can replace the lift a by a+/(note cc(l)+/(l)= 1 since/(l) = 0) and thus assume the lifts a, a are chosen so that q'=q. Then by (14) it is clear that <p(a(x) ®m) = «'(■*) © m define an isomorphism of © onto ©' with <p = I on 931 and ir' ° <p = tt, so © and ©' are equivalent.
Thus we have a 1-1 correspondence between equivalence classes of linearly split null extensions of S by the bimodule 93Î, and the space TT2©, 93Î) of equivalence classes of factor sets of S in 931. The condition that TT2©, 93Î) be zero is that all linearly split null extensions are split in the sense of algebras. (An extension is split if and only if its factor set is equivalent to the zero factor set.)
We could also formulate this in terms of cocycles and coboundaries. We let C2©, 9JÎ) be all maps q: 3 x 3 -> 93Í such that q(x; y) is linear in y and quadratic in x and q(\;y) = 0. Naturally 52©, 93Î) will consist of all coboundaries ö1/for/in C1©, 93t). The cocycles Z2©, 93Î) will be all cochains q for which {d\q}(x; y; z) = q(Uxy; z) + v(Uxy, z)q(x; y)-q(x; UyUxz)
{d%q}(x; y;z) = q(x, Uxz; y) + v(x, y)q(x; z)-q(x; {yxz}) -p.(x)q(y, z; x) are zero and remain zero in all scalar extensions (equivalently we could define linearizations of Bf and d2). Then TT2©, 931) = Z2©, 33l)/52©, 931) as desired.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use For a fixed algebra 3 we obtain a functor Hn (« = 0, 1,2) from the category of unital 3-bimodules to the category of O-modules by associating to a bimodule TO the space //"(3, TO) and to a morphism </> : TO -> TO the morphism (17) #»#): //"(3, TO) -> 7F" (3, TO) obtained from the following cochain maps: take <p°=l (g> </r for C° = 3 <8> TO -*■ 3 ® TO = £° and take </>': C -> C* by/^/=</> °/or q^q = if>oq when z'= 1, 2.
These maps commute with coboundary maps by the formulas (11), (12), (16) and the fact that </> is a morphism of bimodules. Another basic property is the linearity of Hn : it is additive, 4. Universal gadgets. We can define a universal object for unital quadratic specializations just as for linear ones [4, p. 1073] . A universal unital quadratic envelope for a unital quadratic Jordan algebra 3 consists of a unital associative algebra <^J<f(3) together with a universal unital quadratic specialization u: 3 -> <$(âSi$ §) such that any unital quadratic specialization factors through u,
where fi is a homomorphism of unital associative algebras, ^uiffô) exists and is unique up to isomorphism (see [1, p. 182] ). The general philosophy behind universal gadgetry is that to prove a result about all something-or-others it suffices to prove it for the universal something-or-other. For example, the universal quadratic envelope reduces the investigation of all possible quadratic specializations of 3 (or all possible bimodules) to the study of the single associative algebra ^âS(^). If 3 is finite dimensional over a field we will see that ffllcffâ) is also finite dimensional, and thus amenable to analysis.
We turn the universal quadratic specialization u; 3 -> $¿1^(3) into a universal unital quadratic representation x -> u(x) -> Lu(x) of 3 in Hom$ (^CJ#(3), ^-2^ (3)) by means of the left regular representation a -> La of ^laSCS). This in turn converts WâS'CS) into a 3-bimodule, the universal unital bimodule TO0 for 3-It is not quite true that every unital bimodule TO is a homomorphic image of TO0 : TO may be too large. However, every TO is a homomorphic image of some direct sum of copies of the universal bimodule. This is true because any cyclic unital 3-bimodule is a homomorphic image of 9Jc0 (so we perhaps should call it the universal cyclic bimodule instead; note 93i0 = ^Üí?©) =¿«^ (3) Note that because of this, to prove some identity for all unital quadratic specializations (i.e. for <^ü<f ©)) it suffices to establish it in all unital 3-bimodules 931, or in the Jordan algebra © = 3 © 931. Thus relations holding in all algebras hold for all specializations.
As another application of universal gadgetry, by the homomorphism and additivity properties (17) and (18) of the cohomology functors, if the cohomology TTn©, aJc0) vanishes for the universal 3-bimodule 93t0 it will vanish for any bimodule 9Jt.
One establishes the functorial properties of <%£$(%) exactly as for the universal linear envelope <%£?£(%) (see [3, pp. 96-99] ). In particular, <%âg commutes with scalar extensions and direct limits.
Unlike the case of linear Jordan algebras, the universal unital quadratic specialization M:3-><£rJ<f©) need not be faithful. If 3 is the "standard counterexample" {1, z, z3} with z2 = 0 but z3#0 (i.e. 3 = <D[x]/Ä for S? the Jordan ideal spanned by x2, 2x3, x4, x5...) then z2 = 0 implies p.(z3) = p.(z2)p,(z) = 0, yfz3, 1) = v(z3) = v(z, z2) = 0, ¡jl(z3, z) = p.(z)v(z2) = 0 so pi(z3) = fj.(z3, x) = 0 for all x and z3 is a nonzero element in the kernel of any unital quadratic specialization (in particular for u). Of course, u will be faithful if the regular representation U is faithful, i.e. 3 has no extreme radical ; this will always be the case if 3 is semisimple or if \ eO.
It is well known that the universal linear envelope is independent of isotopy. A similar result holds for the universal quadratic envelope. We begin with a Proposition 7. Let \i be a unital quadratic specialization of 3 in 9Í and c an invertible element o/3-Then p. is also a unital quadratic specialization of the isotope 3<c> in 9t"<c). Alternately, the map /¿<c)(x) = p.(x)p.(c) defines a unital quadratic specialization o/3(c) '" 21 itself.
Proof. Recall [4, p. 1076 ] that the structure of 3<c) is given by l(c) = c_1, U(xc) = UXUC and of 91«» by l«"^"1,
x-dy = xdy.
One can verify UQS I-III directly, using for UQS III the formulas pix, c'^pic) = vfx, c), picnic-1, x) = vie, x), viUcy, x)p-ic) = pic)viy, Ucx).
However, a shortcut is available. We can reduce the first case to the second because if /Lt<c)(x) = /x(x)/x(c) defines a quadratic specialization 3(c) -?* 91 we can compose it with the (associative) isomorphism 9Í^9ÍH<C> given by a^-ap(c)~1 to get a quadratic specialization 3<c) -* 9iH<c> by x -> p(x). As for the second case, it suffices to assume p is a representation, 9t = Hom0(TO, TO); then c ©0 is invertible in © = 3 © TO, and in the isotope ©(c)=3(c) © TO we have Uxc>m= UxUcm = p(x)p(c)m, so plc)(x) = p(x)p(c) defines a representation of 3(c) on TO (hence in 9t).
Theorem 8. 7/3 is a unital quadratic Jordan algebra with universal unital quadratic envelope i^íM{^), u) then
forms a universal unital quadratic envelope for the isotope 3<c), c invertible in 3-Alternately we could take uic\x) = w(x)w(c), %MSi^) = *J/(3).
Thus the quadratic envelope of the isotope can be obtained either by fixing the universal specialization but modifying the universal algebra, or by fixing the universal algebra but modifying the universal specialization.
Proof. By the proposition, «(c> is a unital quadratic specialization in either case. Also, «(c)(3(c)) generates <%Mcfi3M) in both cases since «(3) generates <2rJ<?(3). Thus we need only verify that any unital quadratic specialization /a:3<c)-»-3í factors through u(c\ We pull p back to a specialization p{i) of 3 = {3(0)}<d> into 9t for d=c~2, by the proposition, obtaining a factorization of pw through u by means of a homomorphism ß : ^lâêi^f) -> 91. We will use this to obtain a factorization of p. through m(c).
First, if uM(x) = u(x)u(c) and <8rj2<?(3<c>) = %Mi$) then ß is already a homomorphism ^J<?(3<c)) -> 9Í, and it factors p since ß(uic)( This formulation is more natural than that for linear Jordan algebras, since the p
, p(c)} + p(x ■ c) which bears no suggestive relation to the original p.
Compound linear specializations.
We can get quadratic specializations from linear ones by composing a linear specialization 3 ^> 2Í with the regular quadratic representation 91 ^> Horn,, (91, 91) to obtain a quadratic specialization /¿(x)= Ua(x) of 3 in Horn* (91, 91).
A more important method of constructing quadratic specializations is to put together two linear ones.
Proposition
9. If a, t are commuting unital linear specializations of a unital quadratic Jordan algebra 3 in a unital associative algebra 9Í then /x(x) = cr(x)i-(x) = t(x)<t(x) defines a unital quadratic specialization o/3 in 9Í.
Proof. Clearly UQS I holds if a, t are unital: fx(l) = a(l)T(l)=l. Also UQS II holds: p.(Uxy)=o(Uxy)T(Uxy)=o(x)o(y)o(x)T(x)T(y)T(x) = <j(x)T(x)o(y)T(y)o(x)T(x) -p(x)p.(y)p.(x) by commutativity of o(z) with r(w). To prove USQ III we compute v(x, y). Linearizing p. gives jix(x, y) = o(x)r(y) + o(y)r(x), so v(x) = p(x, 1 ) = <r(x) + t(x), and v(x, y) = v(x)v(y) -p(x, y) = {o(x) + r(x)}{o(y) + r(y)} -{o(x)r(y) + a(y)r(x)} = "(x)o(y) + T(x)r(y). Thus p(Uxy, x) = o(Uxy)T(x) + o(x)T(Uxy) = o(x)o(y)o(x)r(x) + ct(x)t(x)t(j)t(x) equals p(x)v(y, x) = <t(x)t(x){<t(j)cr(x) + r(y)r(x)} and v(x,y)ft(x) = {ct(x)ct(j) + t(x)t(j)}<7(x)t(x),
proving UQS III. Since a and t remain linear specializations in any scalar extension, UQS I-III hold strictly, and /x is a unital quadratic specialization.
Such a specialization (or representation) p. = or will be called a unital compound linear specialization (or representation).
These have the following important interpretation. We say a unital 3-bimodule 9Jc is special if the split null extension © = 3 © 93Í is a special Jordan algebra (this of course can only happen when 3 itself is special). If ©<=9Í+ for 9( unital associative then the bimodule action of 3 on 931 is nx(m) = Uxm (in the algebra @) = xmx (in the associative algebra 9t) = Xxpx(m) where XX = LX, px = Rx are left and right multiplications in 91. The restrictions a, t of A, p to 3 are commuting unital linear specializations of 3 on 931 with p(x) = o(x)r(x), so pi is compound linear. Thus special bimodules are determined by compound linear specializations. Conversely, if 3 is special and /x = ctt a unital compound linear specialization of 3 on 93Î then ^cz^£Cé'(Q)+ and o, r determine commuting associative homomorphisms ô, f of°Uä?e(f$) in Hom4 (93c, 93c).
These turn 93Î into a unital ^c^^©)-bimodule by amb = Xapbm for Aa = cTa, pb = tbn (tt the main involution in ^f^fif©)-we must make p an an/ihomomorphism). Thus © = 3 © 93c<=9i+ for 9Í = ^i?<f©) © 931, and compound linear specializations determine special bimodules.
Proposition 10. A unital bimodule (90?, yf for a special unital quadratic Jordan algebra 3 is special if and only if the representation p is a unital compound linear representation.
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A unital algebra is strongly special if all its unital bimodules are special. It is known [6] that if \ e $ then any unital Jordan algebra with n 5:4 interconnected idempotents is special. If TO is a unital bimodule for such a 3 then @=3 © 3Ä still has the same zz=;4 interconnected idempotents, so is still special, and therefore TO is special. In this case any unital 3 with zz^4 interconnected idempotents is strongly special; for example, this holds for the matrix algebras 91+ or §(9tn, *) if 91 is associative and n ï: 4. These results no longer hold when \ $ <I>, as we shall see shortly. It is true that an «-interconnected Jordan algebra with zero extreme radical is special if zz^4, so if 3 has zero extreme radical and so does its bimodule TO (in the sense that p(%, 3)w = 0 implies m = 0) then © = 3 © TO will have no extreme radical and hence be special. Thus the "nonpathological" bimodules for such algebras as 91 ¿ or §(9in, *) will be compound linear, even though the algebras may not be strongly special in general.
We can form a universal object for such compound linear specializations. A universal unital compound linear envelope for 3 consists of a unital associative algebra ^^Si^s) together with a universal unital compound linear specialization c of 3 in ^"^«^(3) such that any unital compound linear specialization p = or factors uniquely through c:
-?-> it
W<f (3) To construct <W<? (3) , note that if ¿i = <tt the commuting specializations a, r extend to commuting associative homomorphisms ô, f : <^J¡?íf(3) -*■ 9Í (as before), so we have a unital homomorphism ß = 6 ® •?: <^.S?<f(3) <g> W&cffâ) -> 91 and a unital compound linear specialization c(x) = l(x) ® l(x) of 3 in °li^ê(3) <g> "?/J5?^(3) (for /: 3 -> tyySCS) the universal unital linear specialization) such that ß ° c = p since ß(c(x)) = ß(l(x) ® 1(x)) = ô(1(x))t(1(x)) = ct(x)t(x)=p(x).
However, this factorization need not be unique since c (3) need not generate all of ^^St^s) ® QlSeêCS). We obtain Proposition 11. If W<f(3) denotes the subalgebra of <%&£(%)<&<%££(%) generated by all c(x) = l(x) ® l(x) then Wtfcffâ) and c form a universal unital compound linear envelope for 3-Since c is in particular a unital quadratic specialization, it factors through the universal unital quadratic specialization:
for p the canonical projection of °U2.ë onto W^ë (it is surjective since its range contains the generators c(x) =p(u(x))).
Proposition 12. 3 is strongly special if and only if the canonical projection p is an isomorphism o/f/J^©) onto W<?©).
Proof. If p is an isomorphism then any unital quadratic specialization is compound linear since it factors through c (c and ¿^cf©) serve as universal unital quadratic envelope), so by Proposition 10, 3 ¡s strongly special. Conversely, if all quadratic specializations are compound linear they factor through c, hence c and^( f ©) serve as universal unital quadratic envelope, so by uniqueness p must be an isomorphism.
Compound linear specializations also come up in considering quadratic specializations of direct sums. Suppose ct¡:3í->9Í are commuting unital linear specializations (¡=1,2).
Then t¡ : 3 2> 3i ^U-^ are als° commuting unital linear specializations of the direct sum 3 = 3i © 32-From these we construct a compound linear specialization having p-(x) = p.(xi ® X2) = cxi(xi)o2(x2) and v(xi © x2) = ai(xi) + a2(x2). The universal gadget for such specializations consists of the algebra W«?©!, 32) = <^^(3i) <g> °U^HSS2) together with the unital quadratic specialization c(x) = c(xi © x2) = /1(x1) <g> l2(x2) of 3=3X © 32 in W<f©i, 32); it has the universal property that any compound linear specialization p(x)=ox(xi)cj2(x2) of 3i © 32 in 31 factors uniquely through c by means of an associative homomorphism WSê^i, 32) -*■ 91 (note that in this case the c(xi © x2) do generate all of <&&*(&) $ «fJSPá'Oa)).
The specializations obtained in this way have r*©i) = /¿©2) = 0> or equivalently p(eu e2)=l for e¡ the unit of 3¡-We will now see that any p.: 3i © 32 -*■ 21 having this property is obtained by this process.
Proposition
13. T/3i, 32 ore unital quadratic Jordan algebras then the universal unital quadratic envelope and universal unital quadratic specialization for 3 = 3i © 32 factor into direct sums
where the ideals O» and unital quadratic specializations uu form universal unital quadratic envelopes for 3i and the ideal C12 together with «12 forms a universal unital compound linear envelope for ©i, 32):
%ÇLê(%i © 32) = *5*00 © %V*(3U 3a) © * 3*©a). We have a corresponding decomposition u = ulx ®u12@u22. We claim (Oj(, M¡¡) has the universal property for the universal unital quadratic envelope for 3i-We know utí is a unital quadratic specialization of 3¡ in &u since u(e^ = eü, and "«(30 = w(3i) = w¡¡ (3) generates D¡¡. Furthermore, any unital quadratic specialization fij:3i^-9l extends to a unital quadratic specialization p : 3 ii> 3i ^ 91, so p = ßou for some associative homomorphism ß: ¡Q-^9I. If ßu denotes the restriction of ß to Ojj then ßit ° uH = pt as desired.
It is easy to see that any unital compound linear specialization /¿: 3i © 32 -*■ 9t factors uniquely through zz12 by means of an associative homomorphism ß : d12 -> 91 ip factors through u and ß: Q->9t, but since pCèi) = pQ2) = 0 we have jü(On) = /x(Ci22) = 0 and ß restricts to £l12). We must check that Mj2 is actually a compound linear specialization. We have Corollary 14. If 3i, 32 are unital quadratic Jordan algebras then any unital quadratic specializations ß of 3i © 32 ¿S the direct sum of a unital quadratic specialization plx of 3i, a unital quadratic specialization p22 of 32, and a unital compound linear specialization p12 o/(3i> 32)-As a final remark on compound linear specializations, note that if \ e 4> then pix) = o(x)t(x), v(x) = a(x) + t(x) is associated with the representation p(x) = ^v(x) =ÍW(x) + t(x)} of the linear Jordan algebra determined by 3-Thus p is the "average" of <r and t. Note, however, that this average p can only be defined when 4¿ e <1>, whereas we can always define p and v. = a~o(x). The resulting algebra 9Í is a \/<£>-algebra in the sense that the module structure Ä: O -*■ r(93) has A = A2 for some homomorphism A: <ï> -s-r(9Ï). We say o is obtained from it by deflation (from quadratic to linear). Conversely, suppose a: 3 -> 9Î is a unital linear specialization of 3 in a V^-algebra 93. We obtain a unital quadratic specialization tt:3^9t
by the reverse process: we set fi(x) = o(x) and give 9t the same ring structure as 2Î but the new module structure determined by A (where A = A2). Then we have ii(1) = <j(1)=1,
= 0 since p(x, y) = a(x+y) -a(x) -o(y) = 0. The map p. is quadratic by the way we changed the module structure: p(x,y) = 0 is trivially bilinear, and p(ax) = o(ax) = a~o(x) = a2■ p(x). We say p. is obtained from a by inflation. Thus there is a natural 1-1 correspondence between unital quadratic specializations with p(x, y) = 0 and unital linear specializations in -v/^a'gebras ; the p. with p(x,y) = 0 are precisely the inflated linear specializations.
Such inflated linear specializations are common when O is a field of characteristic 2. Let a: 3 -> 9t be any unital linear specialization; we enlarge 9l slightly to obtain a specialization 3 -*■ 3tn = £2 ®4 91 for Q. a perfect closure of O (e.g. if $ is finite or algebraically closed we can take Q = <P). The map co-> \/co is an automorphism of £2 since Ü. is perfect of characteristic 2, so the natural D-module structure À of 9tn has X = A2 for Am = ÀVm. Thus 9Ín is a \Z<i> (even a V£2) algebra. (Note 9t is not invariant under Aa for ce e O in general, so we have to pass outside 9f to 9f n.) This shows that any unital linear specialization over a field $ of characteristic 2 can be enlarged to a specialization in a V^-^gebra, hence gives rise to an inflated linear specialization.
These inflated linear specializations are seldom compound linear. If ¿i(x, y) = 0 and p(x) = o(x)t(x) then <t(x) + t(x) = ¿i(x, 1) = 0 and 2 = it(l, 1) = 0 show that o(x) = t(x) and all ct(x), a(y) commute ; we may assume a©) and t©) generate 9Í, hence that 9Í is commutative. Besides this restriction on 91, 3 is severely restricted : the kernel of cr is an ideal containing 3 ° 3 since cr(x ° y) = a(x) ° o(y) = 0 when 91
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is commutative of characteristic 2. If 3 is simple but 3 ° 3 ^ 0, or if 3 has zz ^ 2 interconnected idempotents, the only ideal containing 3 ° 3 is 3 itself (if e¡ are idempotents such a a would kill the Peirce spaces 3y = £f ° 3« for z'#7, hence also the 3ii = Uaißij if e¡ and e¡ are interconnected, so it would kill 3 = © 3y), so the only such a is a = 0. Thus as mentioned before the matrix algebras 91 + and £>(9in, *) in characteristic 2 have quadratic specializations (the inflated linear ones) which are not compound linear, and hence the algebras are not strongly special. The exceptional algebra is an exception to this pathology-since §(©3) has no nonzero linear specializations at all it has no nonzero inflated linear specializations.
If 3 is a unital quadratic Jordan algebra its extreme radical or kernel 3 furnishes an inflated linear specialization: 3 is an ideal, hence a bimodule relative to the regular representation, and /*(3, 3)3 = 0 since [/3,33 = {3 3 3}= ^3,s3 = 0 by the definition Ug= Ug g=0 of the kernel.
II. The General Case
A quadratic Jordan algebra is a triple 3 = (£, U, 2) where x -> Ux and x ->■ x2 are quadratic maps of 36 into Horn« (£, X) and 3E respectively, such that the following axioms hold strictly: A homomorphism cp: 3 -*■ 3 satisfies <p(x2) = <p(x)2 and cp(Uxy)= 0¡¡!(.x}cp(y). In the resulting category a subalgebra is a subspace 5Î of 3 such that SÏ2<=:51 and [/sSî<=S£, while an ideal satisfies f2cff, ® o 3cSî, Ua^^Sî, U%®<=®. A unit in a quadratic Jordan algebra is an element c such that UC = I and Uxc = x2 for all x. Quadratic Jordan algebras with unit are equivalent to unital quadratic Jordan algebras.
If a quadratic Jordan algebra 3 does not contain a unit we can always imbed it in the canonical unital extension 3' = $1+3 which is a unital quadratic Jordan algebra. We use this (and an analogous result for specializations) to reduce questions about general Jordan algebras to the unital case. (For these results about quadratic Jordan algebras see [5] .)
1. Representation theory. If X is any subset of a quadratic Jordan algebra 3 the multiplication algebra Jt%(X) determined by ^is the algebra of transformations on 3 generated by all Vx, Ux, Ux¡y for x, y in X. We again have a multiplication closure theorem Jt(Ji'(X)X) = Ji (X) 1971]
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The proof consists in juggling identities as in [5] . For our present purposes we only show that QS I-VI imply a strengthening of QS III :
p{x o y, x) = pix)viy) + viy)pix).
By QS III, (19) and (20) Just as any Jordan algebra is contained in a unital one, any quadratic specialization is contained in a unital one. = a61 + 3a\(x) + 3a4Mx2) + 3p(x)} + a?{v(x3) + 9p(x2, x)} + 3a2{p(x3, X) + 3p(x2)} + 3aM(x3, X2) + p(x3),
which are equal by QS I, by v(x3 These relations UCS I-IV hold strictly since (p., v) remains a quadratic specialization under all scalar extensions. Thus p! is a unital quadratic specialization. We call p the canonical unital extension of (p., v). Given a quadratic representation (p., v) of 3 on 93Í we can form a quadratic algebra, the split null extension © = 3 © 93Í of 3 by 93Î, by means of the operations 
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The kernel of a quadratic specialization (ß, v) is
In the case of unital specializations this coincides with the earlier definition. Indeed, Ker (p, v) is just the intersection 3 n Ker p of 3 with the kernel of the canonical unital extension p': if zeKer(/i,v) then p'(z)=p(z) = 0, p'(z,x') = p'(z,al+x) = av(z) + p(z,x) = 0, while if ze3<">Ker/¿' then v(z) = p'(z, 1) = 0, piz) = p'iz) = 0, piz, x) = p'iz, x) = 0. In particular, we conclude Ker iß, v) is an ideal in 3-The induced specialization (p, v) of 3 = 3/Ker (p., v) given by ß(x + K) = p(x), ¡>(x + K) = v(x) is faithful in the sense that Ker (ß, P) = 0.
If the kernel is all of 3, so p. = v = 0, we say (p., v) is a zero quadratic specialization ; similarly we have zero representations and zero bimodules.
We could follow the same procedure as in the unital case to define cohomology groups FFn (3, TO) in the category of quadratic Jordan algebras, but it would turn out that the nonunital cohomology coincided with the unital cohomology of the canonical unital extension 3': 7/'"(3, TO) = 7/n(3', TO). (3) ÜéÍ (3) exists and satisfies the usual properties (but note that ^^ (3) is not assumed to be unital). One way to establish the basic properties is to observe Proposition 18. 7/3 is a quadratic Jordan algebra and 3'= 01+3 the canonical unital extension o/3 then the subalgebra .â<? (3) [January using the Adjunction Theorem ; observe that the restriction fr of (p.')~ to "?/.â©) has its range in 91 since this is true for the generators 0*')~(h'©)) = /*'©) = /*©)> (/*')->'©))=v'(3)=K3).
What happens if 3 is already unital? Suppose that 3 is a quadratic Jordan algebra with unit 1. We wish to compare its universal quadratic envelopes in the category of unital quadratic and (plain old) quadratic Jordan algebras. Proof. It is not too difficult to verify this directly, but we prefer to reduce it to the unital case.
The canonical unital extension 3' = ^1 +3 splits into a direct sum 3' = 3i © 32 of ideals 3i=3, 32 = ^2 where e2= 1 -ex, ex the unit for 3-Thus we have seen in Proposition 13 that «<?©') = Oj. © O0 © D2, u' = u[ © u'0 ® u2, for (Oj, u[) the universal unital envelope of 3i and (O0, u'0) the universal unital compound linear envelope of ©!, 32). By Theorem 18, J<f ©) is the subalgebra of «if ©') generated by «'(3) = "i(3i) and t/(3) = «'©1, e1 + e2) = t>l©i) + í'ó(3i). This subalgebra is just Dj © ¡Q0 since mí©,.) generates £lx and f0(3i) = "'(3i, «a)■»'(Si, «^a) = «'©1, 3a) generates ¡Q0. This immediately gives (Dj, «í) = (^-^©1), ux). Also, since 32 = ^2 it is easy to verify tfJSrV(3a) = <D, so <Wf(Qu 32) = *J?i(3i) ® *-áf^(3a) = ^.S?<f©) and c = /i <8> /2 = /(the universal unital linear specialization of 3). Thus (D0, V0) = (<%££'S(%), I) is the universal unital linear envelope (note that m0©) = 0 but üó(x) = m0(x1) e2) = c(x) = /(x) for x = X! in 3)-The above theorem suggests that a unital Jordan algebra should have some nonunital quadratic specializations which come from unital linear specializations (these would account for the summand D0 in 2.i©))■ Indeed, just as in the unital case, Proposition 20. If a, t are commuting linear specializations of a quadratic Jordan algebra 3 in 91 then p = ar,v = a+r defines a quadratic specialization 0/3 in 9t.
Proof. <t, t extend to unital specializations cr', r' of 3' in 91' for 3' = OE1+3, 9t' = 4>1 + 9t, so by the unital result p.' = a'r is a unital quadratic specialization with v'=o' + t' since v'(x)=p!(x, 1) = <t'(x)t'(1) + cj'(1)t'(x) = ct'(x) + t'(x). By restriction p. = oT,v = o+T affords a quadratic specialization of 3 in 9Í.
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Again we call these compound linear specializations. Our calculations show (p, v) is compound linear if and only if the canonical unital extension p' is compound linear.
In particular, any linear specialization a of 3 commutes with r = 0, so a determines a quadratic specialization with p = Q, v = o. Conversely, any quadratic specialization with p = 0 has o = v a linear specialization:
we have a(x2) = a(x)2 and o(Uxy) = a(x)a(y)a ( where TOi is a unital Q-bimodule, TOJ/2 a unital ^-module, and TO0 a zero ^-bimodule.
We again say a bimodule TO for 3 is special if the split null extension @ = 3 © TO is a special quadratic Jordan algebra. TO is special for 3 if and only if it is special for 3', so from the unital case we deduce Proposition 24. A bimodule (TO, p, v) for a quadratic Jordan algebra 3 is special if and only if the representation (p, v) is a compound linear representation.
An algebra is strongly special if all its bimodules are special. Since any zero bimodule is trivially special, and any module is special since its quadratic representation is compound linear, an algebra with unit is strongly special in the category of all quadratic Jordan algebras if and only if it is strongly special in the category of unital quadratic Jordan algebras.
